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This paper describes a streaming mechanism that distributes Java class bytecode streams to a client from
a database server. The class server uses a 1st-order Markov probability model to effectively predict the
client’s next class request. Experimental results demonstrate that class prediction can deliver a class cache
hit ratio of up to 54% using a modest cache size of 64kb on the client, whereas a 16kb cache delivers a hit
ratio of 37%. The model is designed to mitigate the distribution and deployment problems of monolithic
application software and is useful for applications running on resource-constrained, mobile computing
devices.
Povzetek: Članek opisuje postopek dinamičnega porazdeljevanja aplikacij v Javi.

1 Introduction and problem
description
Dynamic component streams can address several client
software distribution and deployment issues, including the
automated update of applications from a centralized software repository, as well as the delivery of application
streams to resource-constrained mobile devices. We submit
that the process of application deployment can take advantage of the dynamic linking and class loading [3] mechanisms in Java compilers to support a distributed component
model that does not require the streaming of large monolithic applications to these devices. Java class hierarchies
are stored as Java bytecode streams into database rows by
a class author. A streaming mechanism then transmits a
virtual application to a client’s process space from a class
server. Our class server uses a 1st-order Markov transition
probability model to effectively predict the client’s next
class request based upon the statistical analysis of historical application runs. This permits for the effective overlapping of client-server communication with client processing. The Java linking model and class file format are suited
for managing this problem since the class file is analyzed
and stored as the unit of compilation [2]. We manage and
optimize system performance by:
– decomposing and storing class hierarchies into a
database;
– defining an effective asynchronous streaming component model;
– retrieving the most probable class subgraphs to be activated next;

– effectively managing limited available client memory.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe each architectural component of the system and the
underlying theory. Section 3 outlines its design and implementation. Section 4 describes our experimental measurements. Section 5 discusses related work, and section 6
presents our conclusions and summarizes the contributions
of this paper.

2 System architecture
2.1 Class authoring and client access roles
The role of the class author is to correctly compile and store
Java components or entire applications as binary streams
of Java bytecode into a database. By doing so, the class
authoring interface encapsulates much of the complexity of
class relations and their distribution. The primary function
of the interface is to scan each class for referenced classes
and to store this list into the database as well. The authoring
interface also manages the following information:
– appropriate class / application authorization and security measures;
– any class digital signatures or certificates;
– what foundation set of Java classes are required locally on the client;
– the set of client deployment preferences that indicate
how and when the classes in a particular application
trace should be updated.
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Figure 1: Overall architectural schema.
Clients use a class browser or the Java Naming Directory
Interface (JNDI) to request a particular application through
a well-known URL address. The client request establishes
a consumer-producer channel with the class server. Once
the client is authorized, the server retrieves and transmits a
custom class loader to the client who loads it into his Java
virtual machine (JVM). It is this custom class loader which
initially loads an application’s main class and which makes
any further class requests on behalf of the application. No
other changes to existing Java classes are necessary. Figure
1 diagrams our system architecture.

2.2 The class loading and linking process
Class loaders are responsible for importing binary data that
define a running program’s classes and interfaces. The
JVM’s flexible class loader architecture provides for dynamically extended applications. Linking a class stream
into a JVM’s run time state is divided into three steps: verification, preparation, and resolution [4]. Verification ensures that the stream is properly formed, preparation allocates memory needed by the stream, and resolution transforms symbolic class references into direct machine references for the sake of run time speed and efficiency. During
the class activation process, the JVM must give the impression that it loads classes as late as possible, a process called
lazy activation [3]. This on-demand activation process permits the transmission of individual Java classes to a client
by a class server.

2.3 Class transmission mechanism
The server retrieves a requested set of classes, or class subgraphs, according to a class transition probability model.
This model, which forms the basis for prediction, is described in section 1.4. Based on this model, the class server
attempts to prefetch and transmit the next set of expected
classes while the client is busy executing. Even though
some classes are prefetched and delivered that may not be
loaded by the client into his JVM, this network traffic occurs while the client is busy processing the current class, in
effect, overlapping operations. Any successful access to a
prefetched class is a measurable performance gain. Overall system performance is maintained by an efficient class
prefetching algorithm, client and server caching, a simple
database schema, and judicious threading.
When the client attempts to load another class, the custom class loader searches for classes in the following order:
the client JVM, the client’s class cache (CCC), the client’s
standard Java class libraries, and the class server. If the
class is found in the client’s cache, it is decompressed by
the JCL or built-in classes of the JVM, loaded into the running JVM, and removed from the cache. If the requested
class is not in the CCC, the JCL requests the class from
the class server. The class is retrieved from the database
along with its previously parsed list of symbolically referenced classes, which was generated when the class was
inserted into the database by the class author. The list of
classes is compressed and streamed to the CCC in the order in which a JVM internally resolves all of its referenced
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classes. The amount of data transmitted is limited by the
size of the client’s cache, which is managed by the client’s
JCL.
Classes from the Java libraries are loaded by the native, primordial class loader. Classes in the class cache
are loaded by the custom object class loader. The different class loaders are related by a policy called delegation.
For each class it loads, the JVM keeps track of which class
loader, whether primordial or object, loaded the class [4].
Our model uses a separately threaded class loader derived
from the SecureClassLoader Java class to load all subsequent classes. SecureClassLoader extends ClassLoader
with additional support for defining classes with an associated code source and permissions. The protection domain
in the model is the class server database itself, which has
permissions assigned to it as a code source. It also uses
the parent-delegation model introduced in Java 1.2 to determine which class loader actually loads a given class. The
rule is that the JVM uses the same class loader that loaded
the referencing or calling class to load the referenced or
called class. The custom class loader is the first class the
client receives in an application stream.
A Java class is initialized in a certain order. In stage I,
all the class’s superclasses are recursively initialized, then
the class itself, and then its inner classes, followed by the
class’s static variables. Once the class is initialized for active use, then the class’s private variables are initialized followed by all classes referenced in any constructors. These
references are necessary to initialize a class; therefore their
invocation probability is 1. Class initialization is described
in detail in the next section. Stage I classes are always
transmitted to the client in their own package.
Stage II classes include any method argument classes,
method return types, and all classes referenced in any
method. These referenced classes are conditionally invoked by an application. Stage II classes are retrieved from
the database, ordered by invocation probability, and transmitted to the client in a separate package. This strategy
allows the class server to act as a predictive look-ahead
class feeder for the client. Figure 2 diagrams these separate stages.

2.4 Transition probability model and class
invocation
The delivery effectiveness ratio H is defined as the number
of requests satisfied by a particular cache divided by the
total number of requests during an entire application trace.
Given that CC is the number of class requests satisfied by
the client cache, SC is the number of class requests that had
to be satisfied by the server, and CR is the total number of
class requests made by the client’s class loader, such that
CC + SC = CR , then HC = CC /CR . The effectiveness of
prediction is then the ratio of class requests satisfied by the
CCC to requests satisfied by the class server. The modeling question becomes: How can the server more effectively
predict which classes to stream to the client?
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The proposed model generates a set of invocation probabilities, one for each context classj that invokes a particular classi . Given a class, the model enumerates all the invocation probabilities of the classes that it symbolically references. Since the probability of transmitting a specific class
depends upon the class that calls it, the model establishes
a conditional probability vector of P (classi |classj ) =
P (classi ∩ classj )/P (classj ) probability values, where
classj is the context class for classi . Each classi instance
may be invoked by different classes; hence each class has
multiple classj context classes. Each class also maintains
a total count of class invocations per context class. These
class values are accumulated during the execution of an application. Class invocation prediction implies distributing
both the globally most frequently accessed classes as well
as the class most likely to be invoked next at any point in
the program. Good prediction means transmitting those
classes that are most likely to be consumed by the client.
Given a particular context class, stage I classes are always
transmitted, but stage II classes are transmitted according
to their invocation probabilities.
To illustrate, Table 1 lists the set of classes that are invoked by the class TelnetDriver over 20 program runs of
a Telnet application. Stage I classes are DialerAccess,
Plugin, Common and ReturnFocusRequest because TelnetDriver always invokes them. The invocation probabilities
for the other classes are lower because they were conditionally invoked depending upon the flow of execution.
Clearly, TelnetDriver is a stage I class because it was also
invoked the same number of times the application was run.
Each invocation probability is calculated as the number of
invocations divided by the number of program runs (e.g.,
20). For example, P (invoking Class OnlineStatusListener
within Telnet) = 2/20 = 0.1. The 103 total classes and
interfaces in this Telnet application range in size from 124
to 26158 bytes, with an average size of 2083 bytes for all
classes.

2.5 Markov chain modeling
A 1st-order, finite state, probabilistic Markov model is proposed because a Markov model is suitable to the local dependencies embedded in Java class invocation structure,
and the finite-state machine model accurately reflects the
necessary and unique set of state transitions that occurs
in an application trace. Since classes are conditionally invoked in an application trace, the model is able to characterize their invocations by probability values. The Markov
model has an additional advantage in that it reveals an application’s locality of reference, since "the performance of
demand-driven caching depends on the locality of reference exhibited by the stream of requests made to the cache"
[13](abstract). Vanichpun et al [13] further claim that "the
two main contributors to locality of reference are temporal correlations in the streams of requests and the popularity distribution of requested objects", which are both accounted for by the model. The "temporal correlations" cor-
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Figure 2: Invocation probability stages.
Table 1: Conditional probability vector (CPV) for class TelnetDriver.
Invoked Class Name Invocation Probability Number of Invocations
DialerAccess
1.0
20
Plugin
1.0
20
Common
1.0
20
OnlineStatusListener
.10
2
FocusStatusListener
.10
2
SocketRequest
.80
16
VisualTransferPlugin
.66
13
ReturnFocusRequest
1.0
20
respond to the sequential flow of class invocations and the
"popularity distribution" corresponds directly to the probability of invocation for a particular class.
Markov chains can dynamically model these class invocation patterns found in applications. A discrete Markov
chain model is defined as the tuple < S, A, λ > where S
corresponds to the state space, Aij is a matrix representing
the invocation probabilities from one state to another, and
λ is the initial probability distribution of the states in S(0).
In our model, S represents every possible application trace,
Aij represents the invocation probabilities for each class,
and λ is the initial class invocation distribution retrieved
from the database. If the vector sc denotes the probability
vector for all the subsequent possible class invocations during execution of a specific class c, where c ∈ S, then the
overall set of expected transition state values for class c is
ŝc (j) = sc (i)Aij . The A matrix is recalculated during each
application trace and stored in the database. The class request mechanism simply selects the largest probability values from the vector ŝc either until a threshold probability
value is reached or their cumulative class sizes are greater
than the client’s class cache size. The conditional probability vector for a class directly supports the calculation of
ŝc .
For example, table 2 calculates ŝc (j =TelnetDriver≥
.75) for sc (i =TelnetDriver= .50). It is these combined
stage I and II classes that are actually delivered to the
client because the invocation probability for ŝc (j) is ≥ .75.
ŝc (i = .50) is the probability that the application would

invoke TelnetDriver in the first place.
Given the semi-hierarchical structure of nearly all applications, this Markov chain model is not irreducible, that it
is possible to get to any state from any other state. Some
states would be transient, such that given a starting state
there is a non-zero probability that the application would
never return to that particular state. Most states would instead be recurrent or persistent, that at some point in time
the application would return to that state. Most application states also avoid the Markov property of absorbing,
where it is impossible to leave a particular state. Since our
Markov chain model is not irreducible, there is no guarantee that the model provides a steady-state or equilibrium
distribution. In practice, however, the probability transition
matrix quickly approached a set of relatively stable values.

2.6 Threaded queue representation
Although we do not present a detailed queuing model in
this paper, it is important to note that our system can also be
represented by queuing circuits because of Java’s stringent
class loading requirements and the way the system is architected around several queue components. Relevant queuing
centers are the client request queue (CRQ) and the more
complicated class server queue (CSQ), each of which are
distinguished by their own average service times. See sections 2.4 and 2.5 for complete descriptions of the queuing
mechanism. The CSQ is accessed by two threads per client:
one thread for handling class requests to the server and the
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Table 2: Expected transition state values sc for class TelnetDriver.
Class Transition
Transition Prob.
DialerAccess
1.0 × .50 = 0.50
Plugin
1.0 × .50 = 0.50
Common
1.0 × .50 = 0.50
ReturnFocusRequest 1.0 × .50 = 0.50
SocketRequest
.80 × .50 = 0.40
second thread for receiving predicted, prefetched classes.
The third client thread accesses locally referenced classes.
The same queuing components are managed by each thread
including a common cache, a client delivery cache, and a
database fetch component. Figure 3 diagrams the fundamental queuing centers of the system. Operating system
and database-specific queues are not included for the sake
of simplicity.
Following Gunther [9], our system is characterized by
a first-in, first-out (FIFO) service policy which assumes
an exponential service time distribution for both queues,
the custom and native class loaders. Under FIFO, the service time can only depend upon the queue length at each
queuing center. The system is considered open because the
server queuing center can access a possibly infinite number
of elements or classes, even though only a limited and indeterminate number of classes are actually invoked in an
application trace. Highleyman [11] argues that an open
queuing center model is a reasonably accurate approximation if N is at least 10 times larger than the average queue
length, which is indeed the case. The two queuing streams
are also separable and mergeable. The streams are separable because it is possible to evaluate the performance measurements of the complete set of queuing centers as though
each of the centers were evaluated separately in isolation.
The streams are mergeable because the performance of the
entire system is then built by combining the separate solutions. These queuing characteristics establish two different servers in an open, overlapping configuration with an
infinite population, which we describe as a M/M/2/FIFO
delay queue model.

3 Design and implementation
3.1 Optimizing overall system performance
Our system architecture attempts to minimize overall network traffic by delivering only the immediately needed
classes of an application trace, since the model claims that
overall delivery throughput is increased by incorporating
and limiting the Markov probability model to the 1st-order
when predicting the client’s next class request. Network
delivery time is reduced by writing the class subgraph into
a single Java ARchive (JAR) or ZIP package for transmission.
The major problems to resolve in order to maintain adequate system performance are (along with

– decomposing and storing class hierarchies into a
database where each Java class file is stored as precompiled Java bytecode in a database row;
– defining an effective asynchronous streaming component model that overlaps execution with network
communication as implemented in the CSQ and CRQ
queueing centers;
– retrieving the most probable class subgraphs to be activated next from the class server which uses a 1storder Markov probability model to effectively predict
the client’s next class request to reduce invocation latency;
– caching the most frequently invoked bytecodes at the
client while prefetching and caching class bytescodes
at the server to reduce database access delay;
– managing class elements as discrete database rows,
which allows for database access optimization;
– avoiding slow file system accesses and disk paging by
storing the class bytecodes in database rows;
– effectively managing limited available client memory
by allocating a minimum client cache;
– the use of judicious I/O threading.
Other design goals include:
– not modifying the client’s virtual machine executable;
– not allowing the class server to manage client state beyond minimal client authentication, authorization and
initialization, which reduces the overall complexity of
the application;
– expending time and effort at the class-producing or authoring stage instead of the class-consuming stage.
When non-duplicated classes are inserted into the CCC,
they are associated with the class that invoked them. If
a class is extracted from the CCC for activation, the discard policy marks the list of explicitly associated classes for
discard, too. These classes are either sequentially pushed
out of the CCC to make room for new classes or they are
extracted for activation. Note that any inherited or parent classes or interfaces have themselves already been extracted from the CCC since a class’s parents must be completely activated before the class itself. Since only the
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Figure 3: Queuing request centers.
client removes classes from the CCC, there is no need for
the client to inform the server that the client has unloaded
a class. The client JCL is responsible for cache overflows.
Storing Java bytecodes instead of source text offers several advantages: the bytecode does not have to be recompiled for each client; unlike machine code, the Java bytecode supports a heterogeneous computing environment. In
addition, the source analysis and compilation is performed
by several powerful class authors instead of by the clients
themselves.

3.2 Server caching strategy
The server implements the following caching strategy. A
common cache is maintained by the server which contains
classes or resources that have recently been used by two or
more active clients, as shown in Figure 1. A smaller, clientspecific delivery cache is also established on the server for
each client which receives the anticipated set of classes referenced in the class subgraph. These caches are informed
and populated by the application’s class invocation probabilities.
Using these previously computed probabilities for
the requested class, the database keys of the requested class and its subgraph are fetched from
the class server database as shown in Figure 3.
Then the class fetching algorithm works as follows:
while requested classes not in client-specific
buffer do
THREAD C:
receive prefetched classes and buffer them
locally
while requested classes not in common buffer
concurrently do
THREAD A:

fetch, buffer, transmit requested class
stream
THREAD B:
fetch, order, buffer, transmit subgraph
stream
endwhile
endwhile

The Java environment also supports the effective use of
multiple threads for asynchronous events. As shown above,
each connected client allocates at least three threads: two
to process class requests and one to receive class data.
The server allocates and manages a separate thread from a
thread pool per connected client. This coarse-grained parallelism, coupled with the use of dedicated socket ports,
permits for effective overlapping of client-server communication with client processing. Note that a client does not
establish a direct connection to the server database.
Determining the proper size of the client cache is of critical importance. This size must balance the critical constraints of limited client memory with the fact that class
prediction may be incorrect, which therefore may transmit
unneeded classes to the client. The viability of class prediction is demonstrated only if these constraints are effectively
reconciled; i.e., if the delivery effectiveness ratio H can be
increased.

4

Performance measurements

4.1 Experimental setup
In the experiments, a 600MHz computer simulates a
resource-constrained client with a specified cache size.
It is connected to a 1.7GHz server computer over a
10Mb TCP/IP network through a router. The server pro-
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gram executes within a single Java JVM instance, version
1.4.1.02.b06. The representative Telnet client application
is designed to exercise the two different stages of classes
to be delivered. The application has a reasonably rich class
hierarchy including superclasses, inner classes, static and
private variables, class variables and constructors.
The goal of this paper is to present the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed methods. Experiments with
more applications and benchmarks running on more suitable hardware, say one of the newer mobile handsets, will
be the subject of future publications.

4.2 Verifying the effectiveness of a common
cache
A performance-experiment was conducted in order to test
the effectiveness of a common cache on the server (as defined in the Server caching strategy section) under the assumption of multiple client JVMs. A common class package was transmitted to a set of 4, 16 and 32 clients all running under their own JVM instance on the same client computer. Figure 4 shows the effect of averaged package instantiation time with and without the common 256k server
cache operating. The performance effect of using the 256k
common cache is not significant until 32 clients are being
serviced simultaneously, at which point the average package instantiation time is cut in half from 15 seconds to 7
seconds. We will use a common cache of 256K for the
next set of experiments.

4.3 Experimental results
After exercising the client source application under multiple and various traces using different class method calls,
the delivery effectiveness ratio H is calculated as a function of client cache size. Table 3 presents the class transfer
data gathered for a complete application run using a 32 kb
cache. In the table, the effectiveness ratio is calculated as
HC = CC /CR .
The server records the stream size it delivers to the client.
Previous experiments [7] had demonstrated that activating
the class prediction mechanism delivered twice as many
bytes to the client as opposed to simply delivering every
class stream on-demand. The separately threaded client
class loader, threads B and C, records the total stream transfer time it took to receive requested data as the amount of
time the class loader blocks on the server, not including actual class instantiation. However, the two-stage packaging
mechanism that transmits the two separate class package
streams does not double the amount of transfer time because the predicted classes are transmitted asynchronously
to the client. The additional network traffic occurs while
the client is busy processing the current class, in effect,
overlapping operations. By convention, the custom class
loader itself and the application’s main class are counted in
SC . We do not count those classes that are already accessible within the client’s JVM.
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Recall that multiple stage I classes are usually required
to initialize any particular class for active use, which simply activates the class in the client JVM. Depending upon
the application’s structural class hierarchy, these implicitly
loaded classes and interfaces may be satisfied by either the
CCC or the server. In either case, CR = 52 reflects the
actual number of classes the application trace instantiates,
both implicit and explicitly named. Without prediction, the
server has to deliver 27 out of 52 classes (52%) to the application stream while the client blocks. Note that the custom class loader makes a fewer number of explicit class
requests than what is actually delivered to the CCC, and so
does not produce a reliable number for comparison.
With prediction, the number of classes SC satisfied by
the server, where the client is forced to request, block and
wait for a class stream, is 4 less because the server has anticipated their use, then prefetched and transmitted them to
the CCC. Now the server delivers only 23 out of 82 classes
(28%) to the application stream responding to a blocked
request. The total client class cache count, CR = 82, is
larger because the server has transmitted additional, predicted stage II classes. However, the prediction process
increases CC , the number of classes fetched from the local
client cache. We claim that any successful local access by
the client to a prefetched class is a significant performance
gain. The end benefit is that the client effectiveness ratio
HC , has increased from 0.48 to 0.72, an improvement of
50%.
Figure 5 illustrates the averaged instantiation times and
HC ratios, prediction over no prediction, under four different cache sizes: 8k, 16k, 32k, and 64k. A client cache
size of 16k accommodates most class requests relatively
efficiently. A client cache size of 32k nearly approximates
immediate class activation, as measured by averaged time
of class activation. The averaged class cache hit ratios approached 54% with a cache size of 64k, revealing the effective limits of the prediction mechanism as well as demonstrating the effective parallelization of class delivery with
program execution. For a modest increase in client memory, say 32k, a large application can be effectively delivered
to an otherwise resource-constrained client.
To show the effect of communication overlap of the required additional data transfer to the client’s overall execution time, we compare estimates of the total application
trace execution time te with and without prediction. Because we are interested in client I/O-bound applications,
it is fair to factor out the common duration of in-memory
class execution time and to concentrate on the I/O parameter of total blocking time tb , which includes total class
transmission time. We ask at what client class cache size,
if any, does the ratio of total blocking time over trace execution time ever become less with prediction than without
prediction? Tables 4 and 5 present the following averaged
results for 1 client at various client class cache sizes. Again,
the total size of the stream transmitted was 84746 compressed bytes without prediction and 169104 bytes with
prediction.
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Performance effect of 256k
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Figure 4: Common class package instantiation for 4, 16 and 32 clients.
Table 3: Effectiveness of class prediction for 1 client.
32kb Client Cache: 1 Active Client
No Prediction No Prediction
.
Stage I Only
Plus stage II
Total stream size (compressed bytes)
84746
169104
Total stream transfer time (secs) = tb
14.2
19.3
Classes satisfied by server = SC
27
23
Classes satisfied by client cache = CC 25
59
Total client class cache count = CR
52
82
Effectiveness ratio HC = CC /CR
0.48
0.72

Table 4: Total execution te
without prediction.
CCC Size 8k
tb
23.7
te
38.1
tb /te
62%

and blocking times tb (sec)
16k
17.5
34.1
51%

32k
15.2
31.8
48%

64k
15.0
31.2
48%

Table 5: Total execution te and blocking times tb (sec) with
prediction.
CCC Size 8k
16k 32k 64k
tb
29.5 18.9 12.1 12.0
te
39.9 31.5 28.1 28.6
tb /te
74% 60% 43% 42%

P/NP
.
1.995
1.36
0.85
2.36
1.58
1.50

As shown in Figure 6, we conclude that prediction becomes more effective than not in terms of reducing total
client execution time at a client cache size of 32k, even
though twice as many class bytes are delivered to the client.

5 Related work
Arnold’s recent survey [14] of adaptive optimization in
virtual machines presents the three major developments
of adaptive optimization technology in virtual machines
over the last thirty years: 1) selective optimization, 2)
feedback-directed code generation, and 3) other feedbackdirected optimizations in order to improve VM performance. The survey discusses the benefits and drawbacks of
just-in-time compilers, synchronized thread management,
dynamic class loading, native code caches, class splitting
and dynamic class caching. Most of these techniques exploit some form of temporal locality to be effective.
Krintz’s work [5] proposes Java class file splitting and
prefetching optimizations as an effective latency-hiding optimization for mobile programs which also does not require
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Figure 5: Client cache size vs. average time of class instantiation.
redefining the Java Virtual Machine specification. The
combination of techniques reduces the overall transfer delay encountered during a mobile program’s execution by
25% to 30% on average. However, Krintz’s method requires inserting prefetch statements into the Java source
code as well as compilation using a binary modification
tool.
Bartels et al [1] describe an adaptive fault-based
prefetching scheme based on a one-level Markov net that
achieved high prediction accuracy for some classes of scientific applications.
Thiebaut’s work [10] with synthetic traces demonstrated
the structural importance of the locality of reference in real
programs and its impact on hit and miss ratios.
Chilimbi [12] proposes a data reference framework and
an exploitable locality abstraction called hot data streams
as a quantitative basis for understanding and optimizing
data reference locality.
Our general approach is indebted to Patterson’s seminal paper [6] on informed aggressive disk prefetching and
caching (TIP), where it is shown that prefetching can not
only mask latency with asynchrony, by overlapping I/O
with computation, but also expose parallelism for the sake
of greater throughput.

nificantly reduces client blocking using a dedicated client
cache size of 32k. At the cost of the client receiving
twice as many bytes over the network and a modestly-larger
cache, the client is able to execute rich and complex applications not otherwise possible. We acknowledge that this
extra network processing is clearly a concern for powersensitive devices.
Using the Java architecture requires writing and delivering a custom class loader for mobile devices. Sun’s Java 2
Micro Edition (J2ME) CLDC, targeted to cell phones, requires 128K to 512K total memory available with less than
256K ROM/Flash and less than 256K RAM (JSR-000030).
However, it currently does not support user-defined class
loaders or native method access. The mobile device manufacturers would themselves have to embed modified class
loaders into these devices in order to handle the proposed
streaming mechanism.
To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:
– The Java linking process permits dynamic class loading that delivers application streams to clients.

6 Conclusions

– A 1st-order Markov class invocation probability
model effectively predicts the client’s next class request in order to reduce invocation latency and transfer delay by overlapping program execution with network communication. Prediction is worth the effort.

Our paper describes a streaming mechanism that distributes
Java class bytecode streams to a client from a class server
using a 1st-order Markov probability model to predict
the client’s next class request. The experimental results
demonstrate that a simple class prediction mechanism sig-

– The current implementation does not require the modification of the Java Virtual Machine definition. However, due to the lack of a dynamic class loading mechanism, the current version of J2ME/CLDC would require significant modification.
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Figure 6: Execution and blocking time percent vs client cache size.
– We also plan to carry out the methods developed in
this work with various benchmarks on appropriate
hardware, such as mobile handsets.
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